LEARNING INTENTIONS: Week 3 (3rd-7th of August)
Literacy:

Reading- We are learning to summarise and synthesise
during and after reading.
Writing- We are learning to write Information reports.
Spelling- We are learning about the “ow” sound.
Grammar- We are learning about adjectives.

Maths:

Number- We are learning about subtraction.
Applied-We are learning about money.

ICONS:
If an activity has this symbol, that it is the only piece of
work that must be uploaded at the end of that day.
Zoom meetings will be held on Monday and Friday
mornings, an instruction email will be sent to parents.
Students use their prodigy codes to log on and complete
maths tasks.

Students log in and read a book from their level.

Students will be using https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/
Username: lyndhurst
Password: lyndhurst
Specialist Activities: Please check Seesaw for activities

Session 5 each day is OPTIONAL
There are a range of resources that students are able to use. These include: Just Dance, Go Noodle, Cosmic Yoga for Kids and ABC ME.
ABC is currently broadcasting a range of educational programs including, art and craft, science, maths and history. It is a fantastic
resource, but once again it is optional.
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Session 1
Literacy
Zoom Meeting
10:00am

Reading
Text:Listen to Mrs. Wells
read, ‘How Colored
Crayons for Kids Were
Invented’ by Kids
Discover.
We are creating note
taking habits!
Rule your page into three
columns; Beginning,
Middle and End and
record the most
important facts about the
news article.
Remember to synthesise
the most important facts!

Session 2
Literacy
Writing
Discuss what “conclusion
means”.
Watch the example
video on Turtle
Information
Report-Conclusion.

Write your conclusion
about sharks using the
information from your
planner.

Session 3
Maths
Maths
In subtraction we take
away a ‘part’ from the
‘whole’ to find the other
‘part’. Watch Miss
Howell explaining this in
her loom video named
Part part whole
subtraction.
Complete these
equations to find the
missing part in your
maths book using a
number line.

19-__=11
28-__=17
43-__=22
56-__=32
98-__=47
Have a go at making
your own equations in
your book :)

Session 4
Specialist/Investigations
Spanish
Investigations
Refer to Seesaw
(OPTIONAL)
** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Session 5
(OPTIONAL)
Exercise
**if you’re
allowed**
Go for a walk,
bike ride,
scoot, run, skip
etc
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Reading
Text:Listen to Mrs. Wells
read, ‘How Colored
Crayons for Kids Were
Invented’ by Kids
Discover.
Trace your hand onto a
piece of paper, we are
going to create a 5-finger
summary!
Using your most
important facts from
your Beginning, Middle
and End notes, write the
facts in order from your
pinky to your thumb.
Take a photo of your
summary and upload it to
Seesaw.

Writing
Watch the following
video ‘facts vs opinions’

Reading
Sunshine Online
Choose a text to read and
complete the activities
that go with it.

Writing
Watch the video ‘fact or
opinion game’.

When completing the
handwriting activity at
the end of the text,
remember to do your best
work!

Write down 3 facts
from the video. Then
think of 3 of your own
facts to write down in
your books.

Maths Applied
Launch: Show 4
different ways you can
make 1 dollar? Draw
coins in your book.

P.E
Refer to Seesaw

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)

Bug/Insect
Hunt

** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Go on a bug
hunt and see
what different
bugs/ insects
you can find.

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)

Exercise

Watch: Australian
Money youtube link
Play the interactiveMoney coins game
*Make sure you press
Australian flag for Aud
money. Then press
counting- any 6 coins.

Write down 3 facts and
3 opinions from the
video in your books.

**Extension write 3
facts about yourself.
E.g Miss Backhaus has
blue eyes.

Maths
Watch the loom video
on Subtraction split
strategy by Miss
Adones.
Using the subtraction
split strategy try these
3 equations:
46-12=
53-41=
28-23=
*Extension*
Try 3 of your own
Don’t forget to upload
to Seesaw.

Art/Science
Refer to Seesaw

** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

**if you’re
allowed**
Go for a walk,
bike ride,
scoot, run, skip
etc
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Reading
Text:Listen to Mrs. Wells
read, ‘How Colored
Crayons for Kids Were
Invented’ by Kids
Discover.
Using your 5-finger
summary of the facts
from ‘How Colored
Crayons for Kids Were
Invented’ by Kids
Discover and record or
write a summary of the
text in 5 sentences.
Remember: You are
writing a summary not
retelling the whole text.
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Zoom Meeting
10.00 am
(2B ONLY 10:15am)

Reading
Record yourself reading
3-4 pages from a book in
PM Reader Online.

Writing
What is the difference
between facts and
opinions?
Fact: A fact is a true
statement. It can be
proven.
Opinion: An opinion is
belief or feeling. It is a
person's thoughts.

Maths
Applied- Money
Watch the video on how
to write the value of
coins with Miss Howell.

Music/Digital
Technology
Refer to Seesaw

Complete the seesaw
activity ‘Counting
money’.

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)
** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Disneyland
(Virtual School
Trip)
Check Seesaw

Complete the “fact or
opinion” worksheet in
Seesaw.

Spelling & Grammar
Watch the Alphablocks
video on the “ow”
sound.

Write down a list of 10
“ow” words.
Using your “ow”Spelling
words.
Draw a flower in your
book and write an “ow”
word from your list, in
the petal.

Maths
Launch: Skip count by
threes in your book
starting from 2!

Wellbeing

Play prodigy for the
rest of the session.

What Does Worry
Feel Like?
https://youtu.be/g
H_OWeGwjCI

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)
** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Exercise
**if you’re
allowed**
Go for a walk,
bike ride,
scoot, run, skip
etc

Grammar
Complete the activity on
Seesaw:
“Adjectives about you”

Optional Extra Activities:
Reading

Read to Self or Someone in your family
PM eCollection Online - Explore other readers in your level.
Summarise: Read your favourite book or watch your favourite movie and summarise the story.
Book Review: Review a book from your home library or on PM eCollection. Record why you did or did not enjoy the book, and what you
would rate it out of 5 stars.
Lexia: Practise your phonics and further literacy for 20 minutes.

Writing

Draw and Label: Find an insect that you like and draw and label it
Practise handwriting. Work through the alphabet from A-Z, upper and lower case. Example. Aa, Bb, Cc.
Facts: Write some about facts different insects
Opinions: Write some opinions about different insects

Spelling/Grammar

Spelling: Using different materials, write your spelling words, eg, chalk, paint, playdough etc
Alphablocks: Watch the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMuAjxj6bSk and put them into interesting sentences.

Maths

Money: Draw some coins into your book and add up the totals. Remember dollars first then cents after the decimal point. e.g $1.50.
What is the change from $10.00 from these amounts: $4.50, $5.20, $7.30, $9.50 and $3.40. Write in your book.
Subtraction Split Strategy Practice: Create more examples of the subtraction split strategy in your maths books using two digit by

two digit numbers. Remember to have all parts of the strategy clearly displayed.

